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a makeover for mom
After delivering twins, this 36-year-old patient opted
for a mommy makeover with Daniel Yamini, MD, FACS,
to regain her pre-pregnancy curves and repair the
stretched-out muscles in her abdomen. Procedures
included a dual-plane breast augmentation, tummy
tuck and body sculpting via liposuction. Her post-op
photo was taken three weeks after surgery.
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Body of Work
“A 37-year-old mother of two, this fitness instructor
couldn’t lose the extra skin around her waist, despite
her commitment to diet and exercise. Her tummy tuck
and associated liposuction helped restore her prepregnancy figure and reinvigorated her passion for her
career,” says Steven Svehlak, MD, FACS, who performed
the procedures shown here.

“patient safety comes first,
second and third”
meet the experts

Dr. Daniel Yamini and Dr. Steven Svehlak
American Board of Plastic Surgery
American Board of Surgery

services offered

Beautiful experiences
In light of their dual-board certifications, stylish office and appearances in the media, one might expect Drs.
Yamini and Svehlak to take a “know-it-all” approach to plastic surgery. Not so. Approachable, humble and
unassuming, these doctors are frequently moved by the lives they improve. They cite reparative surgeries
as some of their most challenging, yet rewarding, cases. Recently, a patient who had been through
several breast surgeries with another doctor traveled thousands of miles to have her breasts repaired at
Sunset. “Earning trust can be difficult with a patient whose experience elsewhere was not positive,” says
Dr. Yamini. Adds Dr. Svehlak, “She was incredibly nervous, but we were able to give her the results she originally
wanted.” The entire staff was really touched by her new lease on life. In addition to revisional surgery, the
doctors also see a great deal of mothers who want to restore their bodies. “Pregnancy can take a major toll on
the body,” say the doctors, “so it’s extremely gratifying to restore their figures—and their confidence.”

Abdominoplasty
Brazilian Butt Lift
Breast Augmentation
Liposuction
Breast Lift
Facelift
Neck Lift
Browlift
Rhinoplasty
Facial Fat Grafting
Otoplasty (Ear Surgery)
Mommy Makeovers
Repairs and Revisions
Botox®
Injectable Fillers

about dr. yamini and dr. svehlak

What is the best compliment you’ve ever received, Dr. Yamini?
“It’s definitely when patients refer their friends and family. It goes beyond words to let us know that they are
happy with their results and really trust us.”
What does a consultation with you entail?
“First, listening closely to each patient’s goals, and then taking plenty of time to answer their questions and
explain the process. I never want anyone to feel rushed or pressured, so keeping the tone relaxed allows each
person to feel comfortable and make an informed decision when they are ready,” says Dr. Svehlak. Adds
Dr. Yamini, “Also, many of our patients are eager to talk with prospective patients. We often offer to put them
in touch so they can hear firsthand what the experience was like.”
Dr. SVEHLAK, what are your top priorities?
“We each focus on patient safety, comfort and satisfaction. Safety is always number one. Aesthetically, we both
feel that good plastic surgery entails an eye for detail and balance, as well as restraint so that the results look
beautiful and natural, not ‘done.’ Most people don’t want to look drastically different, just better.”
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dr. yamini:

Los Angeles, California

310.858.9100

Medical College of Wisconsin
dr. svehlak: New York Medical College

To learn more about the practice visit
SunsetCosmeticSurgery.com
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